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Lassiter: Walking the Blind Dog
Yalobusha Review

Jackson Lassiter

Walking the Blind Dog
The blind dog might tumble akimbo off a curb if my vigilance lapses
(true fact—it happened once, accidentally, before I knew how to walk the
blind dog and before she’d learned to walk as one).
Our outings demand
patience—we loiter more than walk. But she’s
old so I don’t mind, and I keep it simple, taking the same turns every time.
She’s adept at mental mapping, having long ago mastered the la-la loft
condo’s layout. She has only once been terribly, temporarily skewed by an
ill-conceived furniture rearrangement. Even then, dogpaddling at heaven’s
gate if one computes the usual canine to human conversions, she mapped
anew. And now our walk has carved itself in her Shih Tzu memory.
She nose-tests the elevator’s door when it dings on our floor, then leaps
in if nothing bumps. Eight downward dings later, we are deposited in the
lobby. Outside, she immediately yanks toward the alleyway (right turn),
following the tease of last night’s catfish dinner special seeping from the
cafe’s dumpster. Here, she pees (copious and beer-yellow—been hours).
At V Street, she turns left where the concrete slabs have been tossed apart by
the Herculean roots of a black walnut. They are a helter-skelter walkway, and
the blind dog must crawl, nose to ground, on point for the brown dirt-wood
scent of a lifted or gapped stumbling block. Still, this is where she poops,
always mid-sidewalk. She won’t trust the more unreliable grass and soil, and
she cares not whose curb appeal she defiles. No, she squats where the urge
strikes and where the playfield is relatively level. I hover at the ready, right
hand blue-bagged, to claim her warmth, staring apologetically at the lucky
neighbor’s home, especially when he sits on his porch—as the cat man often
does.
Cat man: relic of the old neighborhood, revealed before seen, if the
breeze is just so, by the stank of cigarettes and cat piss, which the dog
ignores. She turns a deaf nose to him and the new folk buying up this
gentrified block of reinforced windows.
We proceed east. Mid-block is where our local gang hangs out, more
beautiful in their dangerous skin than is right. Also block remnants, they
what my father would have called “juvenile delinquents.” Or worse. I try
(successfully) not to make eye contact and (unsuccessfully) not to inhale their
fine male scent. I sense their disgust, hear one spit old fag, retarded dog. We
move on. One day they will shoot me, everyone warns, but it doesn’t keep
me away.
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The city’s Art School lists above the next corner, tattered symbol of art’s
dwindling status. The dog turns left again (north on 13th Street) where the
stones cobble underfoot. Here we listen to a joyous drum circle or flute or
acting lesson (fighting or loving or fear) or the hammering and sawing of
prop construction, with laughter, all of which I don’t mind loitering through
and all of which assures us, the blind dog and me, of art’s real value.
On the next corner sits a chain-linked vacant lot, overgrown and very
peed upon—even my human nose knows this is where all dogs leave their
mark. Their urine is a calling card printed in the grammar of dog pee, which
only dogs understand. The blind dog adds her note.
We turn left, west on W Street, where two crows and a starling trade
insults over a tossed-off chicken bone. The crows are bigger, but
money’s on the starling who bickers tenaciously. A sapling strangles itself in
the rusted links. I snap a twig with leaves veined and raspy; they taste of
bitter gum, which tells me they
The stump end of the branch thupthup-thups against the wire as I cajole the blind dog into moving along.
Between the pee lot and the condo stands another row of homes, these
occupied by recent immigrants (taxi drivers, mostly) except for Mrs. Wu, the
uprooted suburban gardener. Mrs. Wu strongly encouraging socialization,
her timid Ping Pong (Shih Tzu, too) against the gate with a calloused
foot. The dogs numbly exchange sniffs. I admire Mrs. Wu’s tree peonies.
The starling flies overhead, chicken bone in hand (or more correctly,
beak) as the blind dog, cued by the thwack-thwack of cars rattling over a
loose manhole cover, pulls me left into our alley.
In the elevator, I unleash, reward (butt scratch and/or belly rub) as she
stares up at me, dead eyes eerily unfocused but on a happy face. We count
the dings back up to eight.
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